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The Kalikothsava event at Dharmathadka AUP School for the academic year 2023-24 was a 
celebration of talent and diversity, showcasing various activities and achievements of the 
students. The event commenced with a prayer led by the students, setting a spiritual tone for 
the day's proceedings.

In the absence of the school headmaster, N. Mahalinga Bhat, senior teacher Ch. Rammohan 
welcomed all attendees, emphasizing the importance of Kalikothsava as a platform for 
students to showcase their talents.

Ashoka N. presided over the function, with Shanthi Y., a ward member, inaugurating the 
program and extending her best wishes. 



The program was facilitated by Shankaranarayana Bhat, the  manager of  SDPHSS 
Dharmathadka, who praised the unique talents of each student and emphasized the 
importance of activity-oriented learning. MPTA president Jayalakshmi,AUP school manager 
Vijayalakshmi  and senior teacher N. Parameshwari Amma also played active roles in 
facilitating the program.

 



During the program, the manager of AUP School Dharmathadka, along with the teachers, 
congratulated Mithinga Basumathari, a 7th standard student, for his outstanding 
achievement in sports. Mithinga had participated in state-level sports and National-level 
kabaddi as the vice-captain of the Kerala team. This recognition highlighted the school's 
commitment to nurturing all-round development in its students

Furthermore, the 7th standard students generously donated a mixer grinder to the school 
kitchen, symbolizing their sense of community and contribution to the school's welfare. The 
mixer grinder was handed over to the school manager, signifying the students' dedication to 
enhancing the school environment and supporting its operational needs.



Before proceeding with the student presentations, Shrinivasa KH,  senior teacher, expressed 
his gratitude with a vote of thanks, acknowledging the efforts of all involved in making the 
event possible.

The event featured a diverse range of activities presented by students from different grades:

LKG Activities:
Singing a lively song that showcased their enthusiasm and unity.
Introduction of basic names of everyday objects, demonstrating their early language 
development and knowledge acquisition.
These activities by the LKG students not only entertained the audience but also 
demonstrated their budding talents and abilities. The simplicity and innocence of their 



performance added a charming element to the event, setting a delightful tone for the rest of 
the day.

First Standard Students introduced modern communication tools such as telephones, TVs, 
and computers, emphasizing their significance in today's world.

Second Standard, Students engaged in chain reading of English stories and performed an 
English song, showcasing their language skills.



Third Standard, Students delved into social science activities, introducing the 14 districts of 
Kerala and presenting a song to aid in recalling them.



Fourth Standard Students performed a small English skit titled "Shoe Maker" and 
conducted news reading, demonstrating their language proficiency.

LP Malayalam Language: Students sang a Malayalam song and introduced Malayalam 
words and sentences, promoting the local language and culture.



Sixth A Standard Students participated in an English fest, engaging in various discourse 
forms such as storytelling, announcements, and songs in English.



Urdu, Hindi, and Sanskrit: Students from different language groups showcased their 
respective languages through skits, songs, and recitation of shlokas, promoting cultural 
diversity.



Science Experiments: Students demonstrated various practical experiments related to water 
purification and mixture separation, showcasing their scientific knowledge and skills.

Sixth Standard C Students presented social science activities related to the solar system, 
Earth's features, and concepts such as longitude, latitude, and leap years.



Fifth B Standard  Students conducted a mathematics assembly, performing math songs, 
reciting math pledges, and participating in math quizzes, highlighting their mathematical 
abilities.

Seventh Standard A: Students presented Kannada activities, including a Kannada drama 
depicting the emotions of Asoka Maharaja after the Kalinga war.



In addition to the student performances and recognitions, various products created by the 
students were displayed for exhibition. These products showcased the creativity and 
innovation of the students across different grades, ranging from artwork and craft projects to
science experiments and social science projects



The event was expertly coordinated by Gayathri teacher, who ensured its smooth execution 
and success. Overall, the Kalikothsava celebration was a testament to the diverse talents and 
academic achievements of the students at Dharmathadka AUP School.


